Verify everyone and everything with digital identity service
Powered by Microsoft Entra

With digital opportunity comes new risks
Our hyperconnected digital world requires people and machines to share data and services from any device, anywhere. This brings exciting new opportunities, but it also brings the challenge of maintaining trust in our digital interactions amid an expanding attack surface.

Navigating a treacherous threat landscape with multiple identity technology vendors brings unwanted complexity and risk. It is also difficult and costly to find and retain identity professionals.

Faced with this complex set of challenges, it’s time to rethink your approach to digital identity. To enable digital innovation without compromising security, you need an identity fabric that effectively verifies everyone and everything.

Focus on your business
DXC Technology’s security services help you assess risk and proactively address your security threats. We use proven methods and industry-leading technology to tailor solutions to your business needs. DXC weaves cyber resilience into your IT security, operations and culture. Whether you need help migrating to the cloud or protecting data with a zero-trust strategy, we handle security so you can focus on your business.

Microsoft Entra
Microsoft is recognized as a leader in security technology, protecting data and maintaining regulatory compliance. The Microsoft Entra product family provides your identity fabric for employees, business partners, customers and machine entities. It enables identity governance, privileged identity management, multifactor authentication, passwordless authentication, decentralized identities and cloud infrastructure entitlement management (CIEM), verifying access for everything and everyone.

• Microsoft Entra Azure Active Directory. Core identity services that protect your users, apps, workloads and devices
• Microsoft Entra Identity Governance. Identity life-cycle management that simplifies onboarding and offboarding of users
• Microsoft Entra Workload Identities. Machine entities need identities to authenticate and authorize, just like people
• Microsoft Entra Permissions Management. One unified model to manage permissions of any identity across any cloud
• Microsoft Entra Verified ID. Decentralized identities at scale on a global platform for privacy protection

Why DXC Technology?
The world’s largest companies and public sector organizations trust DXC to secure their services. Our scale, technical knowledge and industry-specific experience enable us to bring you secure access to your data and services while maintaining regulatory compliance for your sector and geography. We understand digital identities across industries and public institutions for employees, business partners, suppliers, citizens, customers, servers, mobile devices, software bots and smart entities — including how all these need to interact digitally. Our 3,500+ security professionals deliver on five continents. We hold 25,000+ Microsoft certifications.

DXC is a:
• Microsoft Cloud Solutions Partner
• Microsoft Security Solutions Partner
• Member, Microsoft Intelligent Security Association (MISA)
• Microsoft Managed Security Services Provider (MSSP)
 DXC services for Microsoft Entra

Advisory services

DXC provides a broad range of identity advisory services, including:

- Performing an assessment to quantify identity maturity and security risks, making visible existing assets while highlighting gaps and priorities for transformation
- Planning an identity services improvement roadmap to quickly address priority risks, maximize the value of existing assets and focus investment to support business growth and innovation
- Piloting innovative identity services to engage stakeholders, build a business case and iterate solution design and business processes through Agile methods

Delivery services

DXC helps enterprise customers design, configure and deploy security products and services to meet their unique business opportunities and security challenges:

- Configuring policies and defining processes based on DXC templates, engagement with your stakeholders, and DXC’s knowledge of and experience with Microsoft technologies
- Onboarding applications that are on premises and SaaS delivered from multiple clouds and third-party providers with DXC’s hybrid experience and broad vendor partnerships
- Enrolling users, partners, customers, devices and services in your identity infrastructure and creating a fabric that connects and enables without compromising security or ease of use

Managed security services

Leverage DXC’s skilled staff and decades of operational experience as a global provider of complex mission-critical systems and services:

- DXC’s deep industry expertise enables quick adaptation to evolving regulations.
- DXC understands that successful identity services are 80% about people and process for delivery of seamless joiners, movers and leavers workflows.
- DXC’s local and remote staff have demonstrated resilience in managing operations and security incidents in the face of global challenges.
- DXC has a broad ecosystem of partners and is experienced in managing integrations with SaaS providers and third-party vendors connected to an identity infrastructure.
- DXC understands how to get the most from your legacy IT assets and knows how to keep those valuable assets connected to a modernizing identity infrastructure.
- DXC explores innovations with our customer services and regularly assesses new Entra functionality in private previews with our global partner Microsoft.

Benefits

- Maximize your investment in E5 security licensing
- Improve your enterprise security posture
- Reduce costs with fewer security vendors
- Simplify your security architecture
- Work with a trusted partner

Talk to DXC today about your identity fabric.

Learn more at dxc.com/security and dxc.com/microsoft

About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission-critical systems and operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world's largest companies and public sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services to drive new levels of performance, competitiveness, and customer experience across their IT estates. Learn more about how we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.